
CVCA implemented a system of pre-booking recheck appointments in early 2014. Our recheck time 

frames range from 3-12 months from the initial visit.  Company wide discussions centered on reasons 

behind the initiative including increasing client convenience, compliance, and ultimately patient care by 

ensuring that more patients were seen in their recheck time frames. Some obstacles we faced were staff 

members remembering to book appointments ahead, as well as concerns over not having the doctors 

schedule set that far out. We worked around those roadblocks by standardizing appointment times 

throughout locations so that at least the time of the appointment would likely work out when booked 

far in advance. We included the preferred doctor in the notes and began a routine of checking all pre-

booked appointments when the doctor schedule came out, and if there was a conflict between the 

doctor on the schedule and the client’s requested doctor, they had the opportunity to change the 

appointment.  Team members did not ask if the client wanted to book their recheck, they simply asked 

what time of day and what day of the week the client would like to book the next visit. Staff compliance 

with the initiative took longer and was achieved through routine review of the number of pre-booked 

appointments by location each quarter. This kept it top of mind and rewards were given to the offices 

with the best compliance.  Some locations even tracked how many appointments they were able to 

book ahead each day and celebrate higher numbers. The final piece was to solidify client communication 

by including reasons for the recheck in written client discharge forms and the doctor discussing pre-

booking the recheck during the appointment.  Clients have been receptive to booking ahead and have 

come to expect this protocol from their own doctor and dentist visits. Even if the client ends up needing 

to change their appointment, it is much easier for them to do so when we are proactively reaching out 

to remind them of an existing appointment and they simply have to move it. One year into the initiative, 

our recheck appointments increased by 50% companywide. At the end of 2016, our number of rechecks 

had increased by nearly 100%.  With increased compliance, convenience, and busier locations, this 

initiative was a definite success. 
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